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Various spatial interpolation techniques in QGIS
Introduction
Spatial interpolation are techniques used to predict values of cells from a sample of
existing data points. These data points can in turn, be utilised to determine unknown
values for any geographic point.
For instance, suppose I know the land surface temperature value of a single point in a
location - from this point, I can use spatial interpolation to predict land surface
temperature value of nearby and unknown points etc.
There are wide range of spatial interpolation techniques – these include Inverse Distance
Weighting (IDW), Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), and the more advance methods such
as Kriging and Model-Based Geostatistics (MBGs).
In QGIS, we will learn how to perform two basic spatial interpolation methods:



Part 1: Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)
Part 2: Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)

In the context of victimisation – the Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) is primarily
focused on using point data which measures either prevalence or incidence rates for
predicting the burden of victimisation (i.e. continuous). Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) specifically uses single-event or a case as point data (i.e. discrete), and is therefore
concerned with predicting the density of victimisation.
What all spatial techniques have in common is that they use point vector data to make
surface predictions – these predicted values, which are in turn, stored as raster data.
In Lesson 5, we will explore how to use these techniques in QGIS Desktop version 3.2.0.
The lesson is split into two parts.
If you have not already, please make sure to download the corresponding dataset for
lesson 5 by going to our website on http://development-frontiers.com/tutorials/

Important note:



The dataset for part 1’s lesson is stored in the folder “part1_idw”
The dataset for part 2’s lesson is stored in the folder “part2_kde”

Important note: Lessons 1, 2 and 3 are prerequisites for this tutorial; therefore, its
assumed that the reader knows how to add, import and save spatial data. Its
assumed that you understand the science layer management, as well as knowing
how to use Print composer.
Let’s begin part 1 of Lesson 5 with Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW).
Open QGIS Desktop 3.2.0 by clicking on the icon
and you will be greeted with a blank
window which reads Recent Projects. Open a New Project for this part of the practical
session and save this project as “Lesson_5_partIDW.qgs”.
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Part 1: Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)

The blue points in the above image represent locations of police stations in South Africa.
The grey-coloured boundaries represent the extents of which a police station operates.
For each point or police station – we have determined the rates of victimisation in 2010
by dividing the number of reported cases of assault with the overall population at risk of
being assaulted within catchment areas of police stations.
This will give us point crime incidence rate data. We can use IDW to interpolate these
estimates over unmeasured surface where there are no data – i.e. white spaces between
police stations. This technique uses an explicit assumption that points that are close to
each one another are alike than points that farther away. IDW method uses measured
values surrounding an unmeasured point to make predictions. The result output is a
continuous surface on a raster map.
Load the required vector files in QGIS
The following shape files should be added into QGIS:




Africa_countries.shp (contains national boundaries of official African countries)
National_boundary.shp (contains the national boundary of South Africa)
ZAF_assault_rates_2010.shp (point vector data containing location of police station
in South Africa with their estimated rates of assault per 10,000 inhabitants)

Change the properties of African_countries and National_boundaries by rendering its fill
colours as grey and white, respectively, and include the colour of the sea.
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Using IDWs to predict the rates of assault in South Africa
We have determined for each police station the incidence of victimisation via assault (per
10,000) in 2010.

Based on these points, we can predict the rates of victimisation at unmeasured locations.
We can use the IDW interpolation tool in QGIS to generate a raster template which the
rates of assault can be interpolated over. The resulting surface will be the predicted rates
of assault.
This can be achieved in the following steps:
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Under the Processing Toolbox - click on the tabs Interpolation > IDW interpolation
and the IDW Interpolation menu will appear
We need to specify which point layer contains the estimates we wish to spatially
interpolate. Under Vector layer select ZAF_assault_rates_2010
After specifying the point layer, we need to state which field attribute contains the
estimates we wish to spatially interpolate. Under Interpolation attribute select
rates (note: this field must be a real number, and not a string nor integer value!)
Click on GREEN PLUS SIGN to confirm the information we specified in the Input
section
In Number of columns, type 195. Also in Number of row, type 149. These values will
ensure we create a raster gridded that have a resolution of 10km
We want to interpolate the full extent of the South Africa. In Extent (xmin, xmax,
ymin, ymax), select National_boundaries layer as the extent for our interpolation
grid by first clicking on the browse button and selecting the Use Layer/Canvas
extent option
In Interpolated section, click on the on the radio button and choose the location to
export the results. Save it as ZAF_assault_gridded_idw.tif
Click on Run in Background and Close
Add the resulting raster to the Layer Panel ZAF_assault_gridded_idw

The results should appear as follows:
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You can see the image is in black and white at the moment. We can clear the appearance
and render it to something that can be interpreted by going into the properties of this
raster file:




Right-click on ZAF_assault_gridded_idw and select properties to access its Layer
Properties menu
Click Symbology located on the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu to
access the band rendering settings. Under Render type, select Singleband
pseudocolor
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Under Colour ramp, select RdYlBu. The colour palette goes from red to yellow to
blue (i.e. low intensity of victimisation from red, and higher as blue); therefore, we
need to invert the colour palette accordingly by selecting Invert Colour Ramp after
choosing RdYlBu
Choose the mode as Quantile, and 7 as the number of classes. Do not click on OK
yet.
Click Transparency located on the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu to
access the Global transparency settings. You can set the levels of transparency to
80% by moving the slide bar
Now, click OK to finalise changes to appearance of results.

We need to crop the resulting grid to South Africa’s national boundaries. This can be done
by:








Click on Raster > Extraction > Clip raster by mask layer. The Clipper menu will
appear
In the Input layer section - select ZAF_assault_gridded_idw. Here, you are choosing
which raster you wish to crop
In the Mask layer section – select National_boundary. Here, you are choosing which
to serve as a template for cropping the raster to size
Make sure to check the option Keep resolution of output raster
In Clipped (mask) section, click on the on the radio button and then choose the
location to export the results. Save the results as ZAF_assault_rates_10by10km.tif
Click Run in Background and Close
Add the resulting raster to the Layer Panel ZAF_assault_rates_10by10km
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It will add the new clipped layer to the map canvas. However, the image will be in black
and white. You have to repeat the above steps of rendering the image into something that
can be interpreted appropriately.
The interpolated victimisation should appear as follows:

We have produced a map showing the predicted incidence rates of assault in South Africa.
An example of interpreting this map – areas with yellow colours indicate that the
reported crime rates for assault are 63.6 per 10,000 inhabitants (at resolution of 10km),
whereas areas with the lowest intensity of victimisation by assault are predicted to be
reported 2.04 per 10,000 inhabitants (at resolution of 10km) and vice versa.
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Bear in mind that the results are on QGIS Display window – you will need to go into the
Print Composer tool which allows the user to create high quality publication-styled maps
for them to be included in peer-viewed articles. The outputs can also be exported as an
image (.png, .jpeg etc.) or pdf document in Print Composer which can be shared with
other stakeholders or researchers. You can refer to earlier tutorials in the series to follow
the steps in using Print Composer.
Do not forget to save this project and close it.
This concludes part 1 of lesson 5. Now, Let’s begin part 2 of Lesson 5 with Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE).
Re-open QGIS Desktop 3.2.0 by clicking on the icon
and you will be greeted with a blank
window which reads Recent Projects. Open a New Project for this part of the practical
session and save this project as “Lesson_5_part2KDE.qgs”.
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Part 2: Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
Crime event data is the actual location in which a crime has taken place and has been
georeferenced – for example, the address of a home that’s been burgled, graffiti on the
wall of someone’s property or the location of an arson crime.
One may be particularly interested in wanting to visualise the occurrence of crime events
as density measure. We can do this using a useful technical called the Kernel Density
Estimator (KDE) which is typically a non-parametric function that can be used to
estimate the density of events (crime) in a setting.
The process for making raster maps with KDEs are easy. This tutorial will provide a stepby-step guide for conducting such analysis in QGIS Desktop 3.2.0.
If you have not already, please make sure to download the corresponding dataset for
lesson 5 by going to our website on http://development-frontiers.com/tutorials/

Important note:



The dataset for part 1’s lesson is stored in the folder “part1_idw”
The dataset for part 2’s lesson is stored in the folder “part2_kde”

Important note: Lessons 1, 2 and 3 are prerequisites for this tutorial; therefore, its
assumed that the reader knows how to add, import and save spatial data. Its
assumed that you understand the science layer management, as well as knowing
how to use Print composer
Load the required vector files into your Project
There was wave of vandalism in Kenya – arsonists targeted and burnt more than 100
schools in 2016. We have available a list of 121 schools that were burnt by arsonists in
2016. The schools that were victimised in such manner have been geo-located and are
examples of point event data.
Suppose that authorities are interested in knowing the density of schools burnt within
certain areas (at resolution 10km) then KDEs will be a good approach for dressing this
problem.
Let’s begin by creating our atlas for Kenya and visualising the distribution of schools that
were burnt in 2016
The following shape files should be added into QGIS:





Africa.shp (contains national boundaries of official African countries)
gadm36_KEN_0.shp (contains the national boundary for Kenya)
gadm36_KEN_1.shp (contains the county boundaries for Kenya)
KEN_Arson_schools_2016.shp (point vector data containing location of schools that
were torched by arsonists in 2016)
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The data should appear as follows:

In the Processing Toolbox (located on the right-hand side of the window) – click on
Interpolation to expand the option. Select Heat map (Kernel Density Estimation) and a
window should pop-up allowing us to specify the parameters for conducting such
interpolation technique. Do the following:




Click on the tabs Heat map (Kernel Density Estimation) and its menu will appear
We need to specify which layer contains the point data we wish to spatially
interpolate. Under Point layer select KEN_Arson_schools_2016
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We need to specify the search radius. For this exercise, we are using 50km as the
value. Important note: the point data’s coordinates projection system is in
WGS84 which uses decimal degrees. Now, 0.0008333 decimal degrees
(approximately at the equator) in WGS84 is equivalent to 100m. Therefore, 1km
is 0.008333, 10km is 0.08333, 100km 0.8333 and etc. In Radius (layer units)
section, enter the search radius value as 0.4165 (~50km)
We want to generate 1-by-1km grids. We can do this by specifying the Pixel size
for X and Y as 0.00833 (~ 1km).
In Heat map section under Advanced parameters click on the on the radio button
and choose the location to export the results. Name it as
KEN_schools_victimised_1by1km and save it.
Uncheck box Open output file after running algorithm. We are doing this because
QGIS will automatically load-in the result raster file, and name it as Heatmap. We
want to load the result which we named as KEN_schools_victimised_1by1km
Click Run in Background
Once the analysis is complete – load the resulting raster
KEN_schools_victimised_1by1km.tif into QGIS’ window by clicking on the icon Add
raster

We need to crop the resulting grid to Kenya’s national boundaries. You can do this in the
following steps:





Click on Raster > Extraction > Clip raster by mask layer. The Clip by Mask Layer
menu will appear
In the Input file select KEN_schools_victimised_1by1km. Here, you choose which
raster you wish to crop
We need to specify that our template for cropping the raster is the gadm36_KEN_0
file. Under Mask layer, select gadm36_KEN_0
Make sure to check the box Keep resolution of output raster. We want to maintain
the dimensions of our output which is at a resolution of 1km
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The section “Clipped (mask)” is prompting the user to choose a location to save
their new cropped raster file. Click on the button and then select “Save to File…”.
Name the file as KEN_schools_victimisation_1by1km_clipped and it will be saved as
a .tif
Click Run in Background and Close

The new clipped layer will be added to the map canvas. However, it will be the temporary
version (i.e. stored in QGIS’ memory) and not one you saved as
KEN_schools_victimised_1by1km_clipped. You can remove ALL that is currently loaded
into your Layers Panel and then, reload your saved output (i.e.
KEN_schools_victimised_1by1km_clipped) into the panel.
Make sure to move raster output beneath the layer gadm36_KEN_1 in the Layer panels.
Also, deactivate the KEN_Arson_schools_2016 layer by unchecking it. The output should
look as follows:
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As you can see the resulting image is in black and white at the moment. We can clear the
appearance and render it to something that can be interpreted by going into the
properties of this raster file. Since, we are dealing with cases/events in makes sense to
use legends that contain discrete values i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4 and so on.














Right-click on KEN_schools_victimised_1by1km_clipped and select properties to
access its Layer Properties menu
Click Symbology located on the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu to
access the band rendering settings. Under Render type, select Singleband
pseudocolor
Under Band in min/max section – notice that maximum value predicted by the
KDEs was 18.1927, and the minimum value predicted is something negligible.
Let’s modify this by typing 0 as the minimum value in the Min section. Now, type
20 as the maximum value in the Max section. We are using the range from 0 to 20
to create our legends that hold discrete values
Under Interpolation, select Discrete
Under Colour ramp, select Reds. The colour palette goes from lightest of reds to the
darkest of reds (i.e. lowest intensity of victimisation is represented by lightest of
reds, and highest victimisation are the darkest of reds)
Under Mode, choose Equal Intervals and select 10 as the number of classes. You
will see a notation inf at the last category. Do not be alarmed – it indicates any
value from-to-infinity. In our case its 18 and above. Change the label of inf to “19
& above”. Important note: The first category in the legend corresponds to any
grid that has ≤2 schools that were burnt. The next category corresponds to 3-4
schools that were burnt, the next 5-6 and so on. The labels for the categories have
been modified accordingly (view image to see changes)
Click Transparency located on the left-hand side of the Layer Properties menu to
access the Global transparency settings. You can set the levels of transparency to
80% by moving the slider in the left direction
Now, click Apply and OK to finalise changes to appearance of results.
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The resulting layer using KDEs should appear as follows:

We have produced a map showing the number of schools that were victims to arson
attacks during 2016 in Kenya. The map reports the number of schools burnt per 1km 2.
An example of interpreting this map – areas with the darkest reds indicate that 19 schools
(per 1km2), at least, were burnt in 2016. Whereas, areas with the lightest red colour
indicates that most at, 2 schools (per 1km2) were targeted and burnt down by arsonists.
Bear in mind that the results are on QGIS map canvas – you will need to go into the Print
Composer tool which allows the user to create high quality publication-styled maps for
them to be included in peer-viewed articles. The outputs can also be exported as an image
(.png, .jpeg etc.) or pdf document in Print Composer which can be shared with other
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stakeholders or researchers. You can refer to earlier tutorials in the series to follow the
steps in using Print Composer.
Do not forget to save this project and close it.
This concludes part 2 of lesson 5
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Data source(s)
Datafile

Format

Source

African_countries.shp (or Africa.shp)
National_boundary.shp
ZAF_assault_rates_2010.shp

Shape file
Shape file
Shape file

gadm36_KEN_0.shp
gadm36_KEN_1.shp
KEN_Arson_schools_2016.shp

Shape file
Shape file
Shape file

https://gadm.org/download_world.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
1.) https://africaopendata.org/dataset/police-station-coordinates
2.) https://africaopendata.org/dataset/police-statistics
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
https://gadm.org/download_country_v3.html
https://africaopendata.org/dataset/burning-school-in-kenya
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